
Vaccinated staff:

Every one of our team is fully vaccinated to better protect our gymnasts. In addition, all

gymnasts aged 16 or above will either be fully vaccinated or have a medical exemption.

Masks:

All of our team members will be wearing a mask, in addition, all of our Grade 3 and up

gymnasts will wear masks (except when on apparatus) to provide additional protection for

everyone.

Social distancing:

Our team has been working tirelessly behind the scenes; updating lesson plans and utilising

tape, waiting dots, and barriers to ensure social distancing wherever possible. We have also

reduced the class length by 5 minutes to ensure there is no crossover of classes following each

other as well as to allow additional time for cleaning.

Division of gym into two separate spaces:

Our team has divided the gym into North and South bubbles via a six-foot fence to encompass

separate training areas, entrances, exits, and toilets so that there will be no contact within 1.5

meters between the two spaces.

Minimising numbers:

Parents and spectators will not be allowed into the WGC facility (with the exception of

parented Junior gym classes) to further reduce risks.

Hygiene and cleanliness:

Cleaning and sanitising are one of our highest priorities. Our team is guided by the Gymnastics

Australia ‘Club Surface and Equipment Cleaning Guidelines’. We have employed additional

staff to assist with the cleaning and have also reduced the class length by five minutes to allow

time for extra cleaning of equipment and touchpoints between all classes.

All gymnasts and employees will be required to sanitise their hands upon entry and exit of the

facility, as well as throughout the session. In addition, all gymnasts have been asked to wear

socks during training (ideally socks with grip).

Covid Marshal:

WGC has employed a Covid Marshal to ensure our Covid protocols are carried out correctly.

No change-rooms:

To further reduce shared touchpoints we will not be utilising change-rooms, instead, gymnasts

will each bring with them a bag to bring to each apparatus (including a drink bottle). We have

asked that gymnasts arrive ready for class dressed in their activewear. Whilst there will be

toilets available, we have also asked that parents ensure their child goes to the toilet before

arriving at the Centre.

Air ventilation:

Our air conditioning/heating system will be switched to fresh air intake the majority of the time

we are operating, leading to significantly improved ventilation and air exchange.

WHAT ARE WE DOING TO KEEP YOUR CHILD COVID SAFE? WAVERLEY GYMNASTICS CENTRE

Waverley Gymnastics Centre is committed to promoting and protecting the interests and safety of children and has zero-tolerance for child abuse.

https://www.gymnastics.org.au/uploadedfiles/Club_Surface_and_Equipment_Cleaning_Guidelines.pdf

